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This note concerns those ejector augmenters in which the

transfer of mechanical energy from the primary to the secon-

dary flow takes place, at least in part, through the work of

interface pressure forces. This mode of energy transfer,

commonly referred to as "pressure exchange", is of interest

in that the work of interface pressure forces is essentially

nondissipative. It requires, however, that the interacting

flows be nonsteady, because no work is done by pressure for-

ces acting on a stationary interface.

The potential superiority of nonsteady-flow processes

from the standpoint of energy transfer efficiency is also

predicted by the energy equation,

1 DH _ 1 _p + _._ (for incompressible flow)
P Dt p _t

or

Dh° - T Ds 1 _p + ÷
Dt D--{ + + f'Vp _ t

(for compressible flow)

where f is the resultant of body and surface viscous forces

per unit mass, h ° the specific stagnation enthalpy, H the

total head, p the pressure, s the specific entropy, T the

temperature, V the particle velocity, and P the density [i,

2,3]* These equations show that, in the absence of body

forces, the energy level of a particle in a flow can be

changed reversibly only if the flow is nonsteady.

* Numbers in brackets designate References at the end of paper.
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Of special interest in this connection are the results

of a remarkable series of experiments conducted by Lockwood

[4], where it was shown that the pulsating-flow ejector is

capable of higher energy transfer efficiencies than its

steady-flow counterpart, with greatly reduced interaction

lengths (see Figs. 1 and 2). These results could, however,

be misleading. The pulsating-flow ejector is clearly a prom-

ising arrangement when one deals with a primary that is pul-

sating to begin with -- e.g., with the exhaust of a pulsejet.

But when the pulsation of the primary has to be obtained by

"chopping up" an originally steady flow, the theory predicts

-- and Lockwood's experiments have confirmed -- that the los-

ses associated with the chopping up of the primary can be

large enough to more than offset the thrust increment that is

produced in the augmenter. Similar losses, in addition to

analytical and control difficulties, are encountered in the

design and operation of all flow induction devices based on

the utilization of wave processes.

On the other hand, a steady flow can be transformed into

a nonsteady one without chopping up or other losses, through

the simple artifice of a change of frame of reference. A flow

field that is not uniform throughout can be steady in, at

most, only one coordinate system. An observer moving rela-

tive to this unique coordinate system will see the flow as

nonsteady. We apply the designation "cryptosteady" to a pro-

cess which is nonsteady but admits a frame of reference in

which it is steady. The special merit of cryptosteady inter-

actions is that they can be generated, controlled, and analyz-

ed as steady-flow processes in that unique frame of reference
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F in which they are steady, while retaining the efficiency
s

advantages of nonsteady-flow processes in the frame of ref-

erence F in which they are utilized.
u

The simplest embodiments of this concept are those in

which F s rotates at constant angular velocity relative to F u-

In the "rotary jet" augmenter configuration (Fig. 3), the

primary is discharged into the interaction space through

skewed nozzles on the periphery of a free-spinning rotor,

thereby driving the rotor and forming the helical rotating

patterns that are referred to as "pseudoblades". The bounda-

ries of the pseudoblades are the interfaces separating the

primary from the secondary flow, and the pressure forces which

the two flows exert on one another at these moving interfaces

do work. Through this action, mechanical energy is extracted

from the primary flow as in a turbine and is added to the

secondary as through a fan or propeller. Since this "pres-

sure exchange" component of the interaction is essentially

nondissipative, the performance of the rotary jet can be ex-

pected to be better than that of the conventional steady-flow

ejector. This fact had already been confirmed experimentally

by Vennos at Rensselaer [5], by Avellone at Grumman [6], and

by Hohenemser at McDonnell [7,8], prior to the start of the

program of research that we have been carrying out on this

subject at the George Washington University jointly with the

U.S. Naval Academy for the past two years.

As for the theory, previous studies had been based pri-

marily on two analytical models -- the two-dimensional and

the thin-jet model. In the two-dimensional model [9] the

penetration of the secondary flow into the spaces between the
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pseudoblades is assumed to be completed before the two flows

deflect each other to a common orientation in the rotor-

fixed frame of reference (Fig. 4) and the depth of the inter-

action space is assumed to be small compared to its mean ra-

dius. This analytical model can be approximated in practice

through the use of hooded nozzles (Fig. 5) or other design

artifices. However, in the absence of such artifices the

performance predictions of the two-dimensional theory must be

viewed with caution. The other main approach available at

the start of our current project was that of Homenemser's

thin-jet strip theory [7], in which the primary is treated as

a very thin jet successively interacting with infinitesimal

layers of the secondary flow (Fig. 6). In each of these infin-

itesimal steps, as the two interacting flows deflect each other

to a common orientation, the primary jet, which is finite,

undergoes an infinitesimal deflection, and the secondary

layer, which is infinitesimal," undergoes a finite deflection.

The changes of angular momentum of the two flows in each step

must be equal and opposite. The equation expressing this fact

yields the distribution of deflections and velocities at the

exit from the interaction space, and therefore also the thrust

augmentation ratio.

A more realistic analytical model has recently been de-

veloped, whereby account is taken of that part of the inter-

action that takes place where the secondary flow enters the

space between the pseudoblades. As Fig. 7 shows, different

layers in both flows undergo different histories, different

deflections, and different exchanges of mechanical energy.
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A detailed study of the interaction according to this model

has been carried out by Costopoulos (Ref. i0).

Fig. 8 shows a comparison of the performance predic-

tions of the above-mentioned theories.

Fig. 9, also from Ref. i0, shows what happens when any

appreciable mixing is allowed to take place during the de-

flection phase. The effect is in this case always an

adverse one, as one would expect, since any energy that is

transferred through mixing during the deflection phase is

energy that could have been transferred more efficiently by

pressure exchange.

In contrast, and contrary to previous results,

Costopoulos (Ref. 12) has found that mixing after the mutual

deflection phase is always beneficial if no account is taken

of the drag and weight penalties that are associated with

the required extension of the shroud. Actually, beyond a

certain spin angle, the benefit that can be derived from

mixing becomes too small to offset these penalties.

In a separate study (Ref. ii), a "black box" approach

was used to show that the superiority of the rotary jet over

the ejector can be explained as an effect of pressure ex-

change alone, quite apart from whatever benefit may be deriv-

ed from the enhancement of mixing. The same paper also con-

sidered the effect if secondary-to-primary density ratio and

showed that the effect of increasing this ratio may be beneficial or
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adverse, depending on the magnitude of a parameter called

"pressure exchange amplitude", which is a measure of the vigor

of the collision. This study was continued in Ref. 12, with

the interesting result that, whereas in the ejector the best

density ratio is 1.0, in the rotary jet, beyond a relatively

low spin angle, the effect of an increase of density ratio is

always beneficial (Fig. i0).
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Figure 3.- Rotary-jet thrust augmenter.
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